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Manage Azure Subscription and Resources 
1. The Contributor Role can manage all resources and add resources to a resource group. (  ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles) 

2. The Logic APP Contributor Role lets you Manage logic APP, but not access to them it provides 

access to view it and update a logic APP. ➡️ (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-

apps/logic-apps-securing-a-logic-app) 

3. DevTest Labs User role only lets you connect, start, restart, and shutdown virtual machines in 

your Azure DevTest Labs. 

The Logic App Contributor role lets you manage the logic app, but not access to them. It 

provides access to view, edit, and update a logic app. 

References: 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/built-in-roles   

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-securing-a-logic-app  

4. In Azure Log Analytics IF you need to do search a term in Specific table add-in (table name) just 

after search operator Ex: Search In (Event) “Error”  

5. You can move an app to another App Service plan, as long as the source plan and the target plan 

are in the same resource group and geographical region. 

The region in which your app runs are the region of the App Service plan it's in. However, you 

cannot change an App Service plan's region. 

References: 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-plan-manage 

6. Availability Set Fault domain and Update domain >> Use two fault domains. 

2 or 3 is max value, depending on which region you are in. 

Use 20 for platformUpdateDomainCount 

Increasing the update domain (platformUpdateDomainCount) helps with capacity and 

availability planning when the platform reboots nodes. A higher number for the pool (20 is max) 

means that fewer of their nodes in any given availability set would be rebooted at once. 

References: 

➡️ https://www.itprotoday.com/microsoft-azure/check-if-azure-region-supports-2-or-3-fault-

domains-managed-disks  

➡️ https://github.com/Azure/acs-engine/issues/1030 
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7. Assign a role to a user - 

-Sign in to the Azure portal with an account that's a global admin or privileged role admin for the 

directory. 

- Select Azure Active Directory, select Users, and then select a specific user from the list. 

- For the selected user, select the Directory role, select Add role, and then pick the appropriate 

admin roles from the Directory roles list, such as Conditional access administrator. 

- Press Select to save. 

References: 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-

users-assign-role-azure-portal 

8. Cloud-init.txt -Cloud-init.txt is used to customize a Linux VM on the first boot up. It can be used 

to install packages and write files, or to configure users and security. No additional steps or 

agents are required to apply your configuration. 

9. The az VM create command -Once Cloud-init.txt has been created, you can deploy the VM with 

az VM create cmdlet, sing the custom-data parameter to provide the full path to the cloud- 

init.txt file. ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/tutorial-

automate-vm-deployment 

10. When you are configuring Azure Alert and the section of an alert action group, we have rate 
limit thresholds as below  
No more than 1 SMS every 5 minutes 
Voice: No more than 1 Voice call every 5 minutes. 
Email: No more than 100 emails in an hour. 
Other actions are not rated limited. 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-rate-limiting   
For Example About How you can create Alert on Azure SQL for Deadlock as example Check this 

Post ➡️ https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/19/create-deadlock-alert-on-microsoft-azure-
sql/  
 

11. Before you upload a Windows virtual machines (VM) from on-premises to Microsoft Azure, you 

must prepare the virtual hard disk (VHD or VHDX). Azure supports only generation 1 VMs that 

are in the VHD file format and have a fixed-sized disk. The maximum size allowed for the VHD is 

1,023 GB. You can convert a generation 1 VM from the VHDX file system to VHD and from a 

dynamically expanding disk to fixed-sized➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/prepare-for-upload-vhd-image?toc=%2fazure%2fvirtual-

machines%2fwindows%2ftoc.json 

12. Azure DNS supports importing and exporting zone files by using the Azure command-line 

interface (CLI). Zone file import is not currently supported via Azure PowerShell or the Azure 

portal. ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/dns-import-export 
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13. As an administrator, you may need to lock a subscription, resource group, or resource 

to prevent other users in your organization from accidentally deleting or modifying critical 

resources.ReadOnly means authorized users can read a resource, but they can't delete or 

update the resource. Applying this lock is similar to restricting all authorized users to the 

permissions granted by the Reader role. ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-

resource-manager/resource-group-lock-resources  

14. Tags applied to the resource group are not inherited by the resources in that resource group. 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-using-

tags 

15. IF you have Azure AD and You purchase 10 Azure AD Premium P2 licenses for the tenant IF you 

need to ensure that 10 users can use all the Azure AD Premium features. You should assign a 

license. (Portal AD ==> Users==> Choose User ==> Licenses ==> Assign License) ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/license-users-groups  

16. The advisor helps you optimize and reduce your overall Azure spend by identifying idle and 

underutilized resources. You can get cost recommendations from the Cost tab on the Advisor 

dashboard, Advisor is also great for security, high availability, operational excellence, and 

performance suggestions. ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/advisor/advisor-cost-

recommendations 

17. Load Balancer LB Basic SKU doesn't allow flexibility in Availability Sets ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/concepts-limitations#skus 

18. With the latest update, customers can specify daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly retention 

policies. Customers can now retain their data for up to 99 years in Azure! If you are using tapes 

to address your long term retention needs – this release provides a compelling value prop to use 

Azure to address your backup and long term retention ➡️ https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/new-features-in-azure-backup-long-term-retention-offline-backup-seeding-and-more/ 

19. When you want to delete the resource you first need to delete the lock on the resource or the 

resource depended on this resource you need to delete it. 

20. The IT Services manager Connector (ITSMC) Allows you to Connect Azure and a supported It 

Service management (ITSM) Product/Services, Such as the Microsoft system center service 

manager with ITSMC, you can create work items in ITSM tool, based on your azure Alerts (metric 

Alerts, Activity log alerts and log analytics alerts) ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/itsmc-overview 

21. IDFIX Directory Synchronization Error Remediation Tool used to perform discovery and 

remediation of identity objects and their attributes in an on-premises active directory 

environment in preparation for migration to Azure Active directory, IDIFX tool is intended for 

the active directory administrators responsible for directory synchronization with Azure Active 

directory. Download IDFIX Directory Synchronization Error Remediation Tool  ➡️ 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36832 
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22. Every Azure AD Directory Comes with an initial domain name in the form of 

domainname.onmicrosoft.com the initial domain name cannot be changed or deleted but you 

can add your corporate domain name to Azure AD as well➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/add-custom-domain 

Implement and Manage Storage 
 To Copy Files to Storage account using Import/Export Service you Should Create two Files 

(Driveset CSV File) and (Dataset CSV File) ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/common/storage-import-export-data-to-files 

 Azure Import/Export Service is used to secure a large amount of data to Azure Blob Storage and 

Azure File by shipping disk drives to an Azure Datacenter and the maximum size of the Azure 

Files resource of a file share is 5 TB ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/common/storage-import-export-service 

 IF you plan to map the Azure file share as a drive on your local machine you should ensure the 

Port 445 is open because SMP protocol required this port ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/files/storage-how-to-use-files-windows 

 IF You need to synchronize the files in the file share to an on-premises server You should Create 

Sync Group on Azure File Share > then install the Azure File Sync agent on the on-premises 

server > then you need to register the server from Azure portal. ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-sync-files-deployment-guide  

 You cannot delete recovery service vault if it is registered to a server and holds backup data you 

should remove vault dependencies and delete the Vault by doing scroll on the vault and select 

the backup item and stop and delete the backup item protected by this vault add in your notes 

that the Deleted backup data will be retained for 14 days. After that time, backup data will be 

permanently deleted ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-delete-

vault 

 General-purpose v2 accounts deliver the lowest per-gigabyte capacity prices for Azure Storage, 

as well as industry-competitive transaction prices.  ➡️ 

https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/09/microsoft-azure-storage-kind-and-architecture/  

 Locally-redundant storage (LRS): A simple, low-cost replication strategy. Data is replicated within 

a single storage scale unit. ➡️  https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/09/microsoft-azure-

storage-kind-and-architecture/ 

 Read-access geo-redundant storage (RA-GRS): Cross-regional replication with reading access to 

the replica. RA-GRS provides read-only access to the data in the secondary location, in addition 

to geo-replication across two regions, but is more expensive compared to GRS. ➡️ 

https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/09/microsoft-azure-storage-kind-and-architecture/ 
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 By default, storage accounts accept connections from clients on any network. To limit 

access to selected networks, you must first change the default action  

 IF you have an on-premises server and inside it, you have 2 Tb of data and you need to sync this 

data with Azure File Share here the below steps you should do it  

 Attach an external disk to Server and then run waimportexport.exe (Determine data to 

be imported, number of drives you need, destination blob location for your data in 

Azure storage and Use the WAImportExport tool to copy data to disk drives. Encrypt the 

disk drives with BitLocker.) 

 From the Azure portal, create an import job (Create an import job in your target storage 

account in Azure portal. Upload the drive journal files.) 

 Detach the external disks from Server and ship the disks to an Azure data center. 

(Provide the return address and carrier account number for shipping the drives back to 

you then Ship the disk drives to the shipping address provided during job creation.) 

  From the Azure portal, update the import job (Update the delivery tracking number in 

the import job details and submit the import job. Then The drives are received and 

processed at the Azure data center. Then The drives are shipped using your carrier 

account to the return address provided in the import job.) 

 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-import-export-

service  

 A Recovery Services vault is a storage entity in Azure that houses data. The data is typically 
copying of data, or configuration information for virtual machines 
(VMs), workloads, servers, or workstations. You can use Recovery Services vaults to hold backup 

data for various Azure services ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/azure-to-azure-tutorial-enable-replication  

 Storage Types supported by Each Azure Storage Replications and redundancy options in case of 

the storage Performance is Stander➡️  https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/09/microsoft-
azure-storage-kind-and-architecture/ 

 LRS Support GPV1, GPV2, Blob Storage 
 GRS Support GPV1, GPV2, Blob Storage 
 RA-GRS Support GPV1, GPV2, Blob Storage 
 ZRS Support GPV2 only 
 GZRS Support GPV2 only 
 RA-GZRS Support GPV2 only 

 Storage Types supported by Each Azure Storage Replications and redundancy options in case of 

the storage Performance is premium ➡️ https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/09/microsoft-
azure-storage-kind-and-architecture/ 

 LRS Support GPV1, GPV2, Block Blob Storage, File Storage 
 GRS, RA-GRS, ZRS, GZRS, RA-GZRS Not Supported (GPV1, GPV2, Blob Storage, Block Blob 

Storage, File Storage) 
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 A Recovery Services vault is an entity that stores all the backups and recovery points 
you create over time. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-configure-vault 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-backup-faq  

 Take Backup from VM using Azure Recovery Service Vault and restore VM or files from Disks 

inside the VM from the backup taken on Azure recovery service vault ➡️ 
https://mostafaelmasry.com/2020/04/15/virtual-machine-vm-backup-and-restore-vault/ 

 There is a limit of 100 VMs that can be associated with the same backup policy from Portal we 
recommend that for more than 100 VMs you should create multiple backup policies with the 

same schedule or different schedule➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/backup/backup-azure-vm-backup-faq 

 Azure Storage Explorer is a free tool from Microsoft that allows you to work with Azure storage 
data on Windows, macOS, and Linux you can use it to upload and download data from Azure 

blob Storage➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/team-data-science-
process/move-data-to-azure-blob-using-azure-storage-explorer 

 As an administrator you may need to lock a subscription, resource group or resources on Azure 
to prevent other users in your organization from accidentally deleting or modifying critical 
resources > Read-only Means Authorized users can read a resource but they can’t delete or 
update the resource applying this lock type is similar to restricting all authorized users the 
permissions granted by the reader role, add in your note that read-only lock type on Resource 
group contains VM will not prevent the users from starting or restarting the VM  this operation 

required a POST Request. ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-
manager/management/lock-resources 

Deploy and Manage Virtual Machine 
 When you redeploy a VM it Moves the VM to a new node within the Azure Subscription and 

then powers it back on, retaining all your configuration options and associated resource, the VM 

will be deployed by new resource ID. And After you redeploy a VM, the temporary disk is lost 

and dynamic IP addresses associated with virtual network interface are updated ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/troubleshooting/redeploy-to-new-

node-windows 

 You can use a template that allows you to deploy a simple Windows VM by retrieving the 

password that is stored in a key vault, therefore, the password is never put in plain text in the 

template parameter file ➡️ https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/templates/101-vm-

secure-password/ 
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 Virtual Machine Scale Sets can be used with the Azure Desired State Configuration 

(DSC) extension handler. Virtual machine scale sets provide a way to deploy and manage large 

numbers of virtual machines, and can elastically scale in and out in response to load. DSC is used 

to configure the VMs as they come online so they are running the production software ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machine-scale-sets/virtual-machine-scale-sets-

dsc 

 A DNS server listens for requests on port 53 (both UDP and TCP) 

 While resizing the VM it must be in a stopped state. ➡️ https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/resize-virtual-machines/  

 Deleting the VM does not delete the backup. Azure will still attempt to backup the deleted VM 

but the backup will fail as the target will be missing and is still registered to the recovery vault. 

The backup needs to be stopped and then after that, the already backed up material can be 

removed/deleted from the vault before the vault itself can be deleted ➡️ 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/azure-vm-backup-policy-management/  

 You can't delete a Recovery Services vault if it is registered to a server and holds backup data. If 

you try to delete a vault, but can't, the vault is still configured to receive backup data. ➡️ 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/azure-vm-backup-policy-management/  

 IF you need to monitor the metrics and the logs of a Linux virtual machine you Should use Linux 

Diagnostic Extension (LAD) 3.0 ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/extensions/diagnostics-linux 

 To Find and delete unattached Azure managed and unmanaged disks Use Microsoft Azure 

Storage Explorer You can find unused disks in the Azure Storage Explorer console. Once you drill 

down to the Blob containers under a storage account, you can see the lease state of the residing 

VHD (the lease state determines if the VHD is being used by any resource) and the VM to which 

it is leased out. If you find that the lease state and the VM fields are blank, it means that the 

VHD in question is unused. The screenshot below shows two active VHDs being used by VMs as 

data and OS disks. 

The name of the VM and lease state are shown in the "VM Name" and "Lease State" columns, 

respectively ➡️ https://cloud.netapp.com/blog/reduce-azure-storage-costs 

 Azure Monitor can collect data directly from your Azure virtual machines into a Log Analytics 

workspace for detailed analysis and correlation. Installing the Log 

Analytics VM extension for Windows and Linux allows Azure Monitor to collect data from your 

Azure VMs. And  Azure Log Analytics workspace is used for on-premises computers monitored 

by System Center Operations Manager ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-

monitor/learn/quick-collect-azurevm 
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 IF You have 3 VM are hosted in the same availability set and you need to resize one 

VM from the 3 VMs you need to stop the 3 VM first to do this action (The reason all VMs in the 

availability set must be stopped before performing the resize operation to a size that requires 

different hardware is that all running VMs in the availability set must be using the same physical 

hardware cluster. Therefore, if a change of physical hardware cluster is required to change the 

VM size then all VMs must be first stopped and then restarted one-by-one to a different physical 

hardware cluster.) ➡️ https://azure.microsoft.com/es-es/blog/resize-virtual-machines/ 

 IF you have a VM and you need to Configure a backup on it and You discover that the Backup 

Pre-Check status displays a status of Warning at this time probably VM does not have the latest 

version of WaAppAgent.exe installed. (Warning: This state indicates one or more issues in VM’s 

configuration that might lead to backup failures and provides recommended steps to ensure 

successful backups. Not having the latest VM Agent installed, for example, can cause backups to 

fail intermittently and falls in this class of issues) ➡️  https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

gb/blog/azure-vm-backup-pre-checks/  

 all templates can be found from the Resource Groups->Export Template. 

 Go to the resource group for your new resource group. Notice that the portal shows the 

result of the last deployment. Select this link. 

 You see a history of deployments for the group. In your case, the portal probably lists 

only one deployment. Select this deployment. 

 The portal displays a summary of the deployment. The summary includes the status of 

the deployment and its operations and the values that you provided for parameters. To 

see the template that you used for the deployment, select View template 

 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-manager-

export-template  

 IF you have VM connected to VNET1 and you need to connect the VM to another VNET2 in 

another region >> you should delete VM. then recreate VM again, and then you add the 

network interface VNET2 for VM ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/network-overview 

 When you create an Azure virtual machine (VM), you must create a virtual network (VNET) or 

use an existing VNET. You can change the subnet a VM is connected to after it's created, but you 

cannot change the VNET➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/network-overview 

 IF you have two VMs VM1 and VM2 both VM connected to VNET1 and the 3 resources hosted in 

the same region and you need to inspect all the traffic from VM1 to VM2 for some time at this 

time we can use Connection time monitor feature of Azure network watcher ➡️ 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/general-availability-azure-network-watcher-

connection-monitor-in-all-public-regions/ 
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 To create a vault to protect virtual machine the vault must be in the same region as 

the virtual machine  

 VNET Virtual network is required when you create NIC Network interface, and you can only 

assign NIC to VNET that exists in a same subscription and location as the Network interface, add 

in your note once the NIC created you cannot change the VNET it is assigned to also the VM you 

add the NIC to it should be in the same location and subscription of the NIC. ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-network-interface 

Configure and Manage Virtual Network 
 ASG   ➡️ Application Security Group 

 NIC    ➡️ Network interface 

 VM    ➡️ Virtual Machine  

 VNET ➡️ Virtual Network  

 NSG   ➡️ Network Security Group 

 LB      ➡️ Load balancer 

 Each client computer that connects to a VNet using Point-to-Site must have a client certificate 

installed. You generate a client certificate from the self-signed root certificate and then export 

and install the client certificate. If the client certificate is not installed, authentication fails. ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-certificates-point-to-site 

 IF you have an Azure VM and inside it, you have services that will be deploying resources to the 

resource group at this time you should modify the value of the manage identity option for VM 

➡️ The managed identities for Azure resources feature in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) 

solves this problem. The feature provides Azure services with an automatically managed identity 

in Azure AD. You can use the identity to authenticate to any service that supports Azure AD 

authentication, including Key Vault, without any credentials in your code. ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/managed-identities-azure-

resources/overview 

 Azure Network Watcher provides tools to monitor, diagnose, view metrics, and enable or 

disable logs for resources in an Azure virtual network. Network Watcher is designed to monitor 

and repair the network health of IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) products which includes 

Virtual Machines, Virtual Networks, Application Gateways, Load balancers, etc. Note: It is not 

intended for and will not work for PaaS monitoring or Web analytics. 
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  The IP flow verify capability enables you to specify a source and destination IPv4 

address, port, protocol (TCP or UDP), and traffic direction (inbound or outbound). IP flow verifies 

then tests the communication and informs you if the connection succeeds or fails. If the 

connection fails, IP flow verify tells you which security rule allowed or denied the 

communication, so that you can resolve the problem ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-monitoring-overview#diagnose-network-traffic-

filtering-problems-to-or-from-a-vm  

 The NSG flow log capability allows you to log the source and destination IP address, port, 

protocol, and whether traffic was allowed or denied by an NSG. You can analyze logs using a 

variety of tools, such as PowerBI and traffic analytics capability. Traffic analytics provides rich 

visualizations of data written to NSG flow logs ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-monitoring-overview#analyze-traffic-to-or-from-a-

network-security-group  

 The connection troubleshoots you to test a connection between a VM and another VM, an 

FQDN, a URI, or an IPv4 address. The test returns similar information returned when using 

the connection monitor capability, but tests the connection at a point in time, rather than 

monitoring it over time, as connection monitor does. Learn more about how to troubleshoot 

connections using ➡️ connection-troubleshoot. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-monitoring-overview#connection-troubleshoot  

 In case we have two Azure subscriptions and each one associated to different Azure ad tenet 

and each subscription contain VNET and the VNET contain VM ➡️in this case if you need to 

connect the First VNET on Subscription 1 to the second VNET in Subscription 2 you should 

configure virtual network getaway ➡️https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-

gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-resource-manager-portal 

 All Azure resources are created in an Azure region and subscription. A resource can only be 

created in a virtual network that exists in the same region and subscription as the resource ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-vnet-plan-design-

arm#regions and If you need to connect virtual networks that exist in different subscriptions and 

regions. You Should Use virtual network peering, or to your on-premises network, using an 

Azure VPN gateway ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-

network-vnet-plan-design-arm#connectivity 

 How to Configure Azure Load Balancer For Sticky Sessions and what is the difference between 

Sticky session and NON-Sticky session on Azure Load-Balancer ➡️ 

https://cloudopszone.com/configure-azure-load-balancer-for-sticky-sessions/ 

 In Azure VM inbound port rule, the rules are processed in priority order, with lower number 

processed before higher numbers, because a lower number has a higher priority, once traffic 

matching the role processing stop. ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

network/security-overview 
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 HTTPS using Port 443 

 

 IF you have a computer on your on-premises and you need to establish a point-to-site VPN 

connection  to VNET on Azure you should configure a point-to-site VPN on Azure uses a self-

signed certificate then you Should download and install the VPN Client configuration package on 

your computer and you should install the certificate on your computer For more information 

check this link ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-

certificates-point-to-site 

 Application security groups enable you to configure network security as a natural extension of 

an application's structure, allowing you to group virtual machines and define network security 

policies based on those groups. You can reuse your security policy at scale without manual 

maintenance of explicit IP addresses, Application Security Group ASG can be associated with 

NICs Network interface ➡️  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security-

overview#application-security-groups 
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Azure AD tenant 
 Block user when fraud is reported: If a user reports fraud, their account is blocked for 90 days 

or until an administrator unblocks their account. An administrator can review sign-ins by using 

the sign-in report and take appropriate action to prevent future fraud. An administrator can 

then unblock the user's account and the Users can report fraud attempts by using the mobile 

app or through their phone.. ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/authentication/howto-mfa-mfasettings#fraud-alert  

 Creating a new user in Azure AD Using PowerShell Command ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/powershell/azure/active-directory/new-user-

sample?view=azureadps-2.0 

 Create DNS zone and DNS Record Using PowerShell: First, you need to create RG Resource 

Group (New-AzResourceGroup -name MyResourceGroup -location "eastus") Second You need 

to Create DNS Zone (New-AzDnsZone -Name contoso.xyz -ResourceGroupName 

MyResourceGroup) third create DNS Record (New-AzDnsRecordSet -Name www -RecordType A 

-ZoneName contoso.xyz -ResourceGroupName MyResourceGroup -Ttl 3600 -DNSRecords (New-

AzDnsRecordConfig -IPv4Address "10.10.10.10")) Finally if you need to check the record execute 

this command (Get-AzDnsRecordSet -ZoneName contoso.xyz -ResourceGroupName 

MyResourceGroup) ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/dns/dns-getstarted-powershell 

 IF the Azure AD Connect server is in staging mode, password hash synchronization is temporarily 

disabled, and the following error is returned: ➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/tshoot-connect-password-hash-synchronization#no-

passwords-are-synchronized-troubleshoot-by-using-the-troubleshooting-task 

 IF you added Custom Domain to your Azure AD and you need to ensure that Azure can verify the 

domain name you should create DNS Record from types (MX or TXT) ➡️ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/add-custom-

domain#verify-your-custom-domain-name  

 Always use the latest version of Azure AD Connect to ensure you have fixes for all known bugs. 

➡️ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/synchronization 
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